From Elite to Summit --- A Vivid Testimony of LTFC Student All-round Attainment &
the Full Play of Creative Talents
Two of our Arts Elites, S3B Liu Wing Fu and S3A Lee Yuet Kei won the Overall
Championship in the “Most Creative Monster Award” in the “Learning to Design
Thru Monster” Project Competition participated by Elite Arts Students among all
secondary schools in Hong Kong. May we extend our warmest congratulations to
their very remarkable achievement and superb talent!

Newspaper Reporting on
Hong Kong Economic Times on
14-12-2009
Learning to Design Thru Monster is a design project organized by Hong Kong Design
Centre. The project consolidated the design process into three consecutive workshops
which were tutored by renowned designer Grace Lau and our Visual Arts teacher Camille
Wang for students talented in arts & design. The basic stages of research, idea development,
and evaluation & selection were conducted during the workshops. On completing the
workshop, students should have acquire all necessary skills such as describing the basic
design process; applying research skills to find relevant information; generating and listing
multiple ideas; relating thinking skills to solve different projects and comparing options by
using different evaluation tools. In the end, students have to create an artwork of their
“monster” in any medium.

Of all the arts talents nurtured. 5 secondary schools were invited to participate in the
projects and 22 groups of students were selected for the final presentation and competition
held on 5th of December, 2009 at Community College of City University. There are a
total of two grand awards. They are the “Most Creative Monster Award” and the “Best
Team Award”.

Students of LTFC proved their all-round excellence again and again.

Wing Fu and Yuet Kei created a doll to present their ideas of the monster and their monster
was honoured as the “Most Creative Monster Award”. The adjudicators were fascinated
by their beauty, confidence and dynamism. They were also impressed by depth and their
original understanding of design thinking as shown in their presentation.
To our students, the arts elite project gave them the opportunity to discover their own talent
for art, technology and creative fashion design. What has been demonstrated by our
students in winning this grand award--- How versatile LTFC students are, an absolute
testimony to the all-round education they receive!

